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let the gas out so efficiently all along its course that none
of it ever reached the chandeliers. That was perhaps as
well, because the chains supporting the chandeliers all
broke as soon as they were put up. So that public bene-
factor awarded himself new contracts for taking up the
pipes and further ones for putting others down., netting,, as
far as I can remember,, more than a couple of millions
over the transaction. A colleague of his had a brothel and
got a contract to build a public girls' school on his own land
next door. The teachers and parents did not like this and
petitioned for the removal of the brothel. The city removed
the girls3 school.
I won't say that the city took these things with complete
equanimity. It didn't. It had developed a healthy and
active Reform Party. That Party also took me to its bosom,
as a member of the Fabian Society which I happened,
quite accidentally, to be at the moment. That formidable
English body called itself defiantly "the gas and water
Socialists" and proposed to reform mankind by statistics
and the London municipal boroughs by attacks on what
to-day are called utility corporations. Mr. H. G* Wells
was at that time engineering a spirited internal attack on
the tactics of the Society. He declared that the Fabians
ought to be more imaginative and I had subscribed a guinea
to the Party funds in order to be able to vote in his favour
at the Society elections. Come to think of it, that was corrup-
tion too, because I cared nothing about the Society and its
methods. Still, I thought that any intrigues that could make
any of the institutions of my native country imaginative
ought to be supported.
So I found myself amongst those confident Philadelphian
young men rather as if by false pretences . . . and certainly
rather nervously. For I knew nothing about the tenets of
the Fabians, because I had failed signally in all my few
attempts to read their statistical pamphlets. However,
those young men did not want to listen to me on the subject
of gas and water Socialism any more than their opponents
wanted to hear me on the English novel. Both sides appeared
to want to talk to me prodigiously and as a rule very loudly.

